Dear Mr. Kunze,

I came up with the idea to do “Rubber band Man” by just looking into my life and writing the most personal thing that came to mind. Since the events that are talked about in “Rubber band Man” are still prevalent, it was easy to put my life in words. This paper this was not difficult to write at all. When I began writing, I first thought about what specific events I thought were good to put into it. As I began writing, it became natural and I did not have to think about specific events, they just came. Workshops with my peers let me see a different viewpoint. They corrected me grammatically and also gave me good advice on how to expound my thoughts. I added to this paper by providing specific events from my father’s behavior in the past. I took away the insignificant details that would have taken away from the meaning of my paper. This paper was really eye opening for me. It let me express a lot of feelings. I felt like I could really open up and did not have to hold back.

Sincerely,
TaShaundria Bush